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Humanizing critical care
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ABSTRACT
Sleep is important for human neurocognitive, emotional and physical health.
Increasing evidence shows that the intensive care unit environment is disruptive to
sleep patterns. Such disruption is unpleasant to patients, but mounting evidence
suggests that it may also worsen outcome.
However, improvements in the patient
experience are readily obtained through
simple measures such as the use of eyepads and earplugs. Early data suggest that
such interventions are not only kind, but
may impact on patient outcomes such as
delirium rates.
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Humans require sleep to maintain physical and mental health. There is certainly
marked inter-individual variation in the
duration of sleep necessary for optimal
health, with genetic factors contributing
between 31% and 55% of the variance. (1)
But in addition to sleep quantity, the continuity and quality of sleep are important,
as is its timing.
The human sleep circadian ‘day’ is a little over 24 hours, and sleep entrained by
a series of cues: a daily change in light intensity (sunrise to sunset- or, at least, ‘light
to dark’); changes in social and physical
activity; patterns of food ingestion; and
changes in light colour (from ‘more blue’ in
the morning, to ‘more red’ in the evening.
(2, 3) It is also readily disrupted or shifted,
especially by nighttime light exposure: the
cycle can be shifted by 12 hours in only 3
days. (3) ‘Sleeping well’ also requires the
lack of other disruptive arousal stimuli
(such as pain or discomfort, noise or bright
lights), and a lack of other detrimental fac-

tors (such as anxiety, or use of drugs such
as beta-agonists or steroids). Such stimuli
are common: noise levels on the ICU regularly exceed 80dB- far more than recommended exposures (35dB at night, 45dB
during the day). (4)
One might thus expect sleep to be adversely impacted by the intensive care
unit (ICU) environment, for a number of
reasons. Exposure to natural daylight is
not the norm. The light from monitors is
in the ‘blue’ spectrum, sending a constant
‘morning’ cue to patients. Sleep entrainment is further weakened by the lack of
social congress, lack of cyclical physical
activity, and (often) the use of continuous
enteral feeding in place of regular meals).
Lights will go on at night in the context of
new patient admissions, or for emergency
or routine care (of the index patient or of
others). Pain, discomfort or anxiety are all
not uncommon, as is the use of drugs such
as beta-agonists (whether for treatment of
airways disease or for circulatory support).
Evidence indeed suggests that sleep is adversely affected by the ICU environment.
(5) Sleep disturbance affects the majority
of ICU patients (6) and, indeed, can be
near universal. (7) Sleep duration is reduced, it is no longer consolidated at night,
is disrupted by frequent arousal events,
and its architecture fragmented. (8) Environmental noise is responsible for many
arousals (11.5%) and awakenings (17%)
from sleep. (7) In one study of 7 mechanically ventilated patients, sound elevations
occurred on average 36.5 times during
each sleep hour, and caused 20.9% of total
arousals and awakenings. (9) Patient care
activities (average, 7.8 per hour of sleep)
caused 7.1%. (9)
Patients, relatives and clinical staff report this impact to be one of their great-

est emotional stressors and least pleasant
experiences (10), perhaps second only to
pain. (8) Addressing the issue of ‘sleeping
badly’ is thus essential, even if only on the
grounds of compassion. However, poor
sleep also influences systemic biological
and physiological processes in a way which
might also worsen ‘hard outcomes’.
Even amongst healthy young male volunteers, six nights of reduced sleep (four
hours each night) halved the mean IgG
antibody response to influenza vaccine.
(11) Similar impairments in the response
to hepatitis A (12) or hepatitis B (13) vaccination have been reported. Experimental sleep restriction is also associated with
impaired T-cell proliferation and natural
killer cell activity, and with increased proinflammatory cytokine expression in white
cells. The cellular immune response is also
impaired in insomnia sufferers and nightshift workers - reviewed by Irwin (14).
Susceptibility to the common cold after
experimental inoculation is increased by
sleep deprivation. (15)
Experimental sleep deprivation is associated with a rise in both blood pressure and
heart rate, and chronic deprivation is associated with raised 24-hour blood pressure.
Both deprivation and sleep disruption increase blood pressure variability and detrimentally affect diurnal cardiac output cycles, and may be associated with impaired
salt handling - reviewed in (16). Such features may represent an increase in stress
response: when compared to the situation
after 12 hours in bed for 6 nights, sleep
restricted young men (4 hours/night for
6 nights) exhibit raised sympathetic nervous system activity and evening circulating cortisol concentrations. (11) They also
demonstrate impaired glucose tolerance,
and reduced circulating thyrotropin conSIGNA VITAE | 37

centrations. (11) Others have confirmed
such impacts, and have extended them to
demonstrate a role of sleep deprivation in
altering appetite - reviewed in (17).
This objectively observed increase in
physiological stress can be associated with
subjective changes in mood; The effects of
sleep deprivation on increasing levels of
anxiety are very well established. (18) Likewise, broad aspects of cerebral/neurocognitive function are detrimentally impacted
by lack of (or disrupted pattern of) sleep
(19): such effects include poor concentration and increased ‘mind wandering’ (20),
impaired memory formation and consolidation (21), and impairment of global cognition. (22, 23)
Pain sensitivity is increased by sleep deprivation: even sleeping 1.8 hours/night more
than is habitual is associated with an increase in pain threshold. (24)
Simple measures can greatly improve sleep
on ICU. Scotto compared the use of earplugs to routine clinical care in predominantly cardiological or general medical
ICU patients (25), whilst Hu studied the
use of ear plugs and eye masks both preand post-operatively with relaxing music
before bed in cardiac surgical patients. (26)
Sleep metrics (time taken to fall asleep,
sleep duration, and number of awakenings) improved with intervention in both
studies. Similarly, subjective sleep quality
was improved by the use of earplugs with
eyepads in cardiothoracic (27) or general
ICU patients. (28)
Trials in ICU are lacking, but the limited
data available from other sources do suggest that outcome might be affected by in-

terventions designed to improve circadian
entrainment and/or to improve sleep. In
89 post-spinal surgical 89 patients, those
sited on the “bright/sunny" side (46%
higher light intensity) rather than "dim"
side of the ward perceived less stress,
and required 22% less analgesic medication per hour- effects independent of age.
(29) Whether such effects were mediated
through enhanced sleep was, however,
not clear. However, in a study of 41 noncardiac surgical patients on the first night
on the post-anaesthesia care unit, sleeping
with eye pads and earplugs improved sleep
quality and was associated with a reduced
morphine requirement. (30)
In 628 patients admitted to a cardiac intensive care unit after a 1st myocardial infarction, length of stay was lower in women
admitted to sunnier (south) rooms (2.3 vs
3.3 days), and mortality in both sexes consistently lower (21/293 [4.5%]sunny vs
39/335 dull [11.6%]). (31) Again, whether
any effect was mediated through improved
sleep was not clear.
Loss of natural circadian light rhythms
may contribute to delirium (32), as may
sleep disruption (above). When compared
to 67 adult intensive care patients sleeping
without earplugs, 69 randomised to earplug use demonstrated a lower incidence
of confusion on the validated NEECHAM
scale (Hazard Ratio 0.47) and reported
better sleep. (33) In a general mixed ICU,
earplug and eye mask use was associated
with a reduced risk of delirium. (34) Metaanalysis suggests that the use of earplugs
(alone or in combination with eyepads)
significantly reduces the risk of delirium

(RR 0.77), and possibly even that of hospital mortality (RR 0.77). (35)
More recent studies have deployed multiple approaches to improve sleep. Li and
colleagues studied the response of surgical
ICU patients during a three-month intervention period that included dimming of
lights between 23:00 and 05:00, lowering
alarm volumes, and avoiding overnight investigations. (36) Sleep was improved and
daytime somnolence reduced.
Patel, meanwhile, studied the impact of an
intervention bundle to reduce noise, light,
and nocturnal disruptions in a general
mixed ICU. (34) Earplug and eye mask use
was associated with improved sleep duration and quality and with reduced daytime
drowsiness.
CONCLUSION
Sleep disruption on ICU is common and
unpleasant, and may worsen outcome.
There are many factors in the ICU environment which can be readily modified to address this issue. Such simple interventions
are advocated.
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